QPR Metrics
Integration Platform
The challenge of getting all benefits from your data

Many data sources with manual and automated feeds + Versatile reporting needs = Potential loss of valuable data
QPR Metrics Integration Platform

Key functionality = Extract, Transform, Load
- **Extract** data from all database-based systems in the world
- **Transform** the extracted data from all possible tables and formats to any desired output
- **Load** data and create structures to all QPR Suite products

Key advantages
- Support for incremental loading using internal database storage
- Available as on-premise and as a cloud service
- Based on scripts – easy to maintain and develop integrations
- Ready made connector for example to SAP and template for SAP OrderToCash
QPR IntegrationPlatform High-level System Architecture

- Available as a server or monthly service
- Comes with a ready template

QPR IntegrationPlatform

SAP ERP
Oracle ERP
Salesforce
Generic ODBC
Generic WEB Service
Text files

QPR Metrics
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Example: reporting from QPR Portal to Excel and PowerPoint
QPR Metrics

- One repository for all performance data
- Easy management of common, unique and shared objectives
- Powerful calculation engine

- Automatic cascading and rolling up of elements and values
- Easily modifiable structure
- Creating new measures is easy
- Web based QPR Portal interface
- Flexible user management

Customized reporting

Dashboards with alerts

Metrics hierarchies

Collaboration & Presentation
Find your nearest QPR partner at www.qpr.com/find-local-partner